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A.S. criticized
for funding
withdrawal
By Crista E. Hardie
Daily adr writer
The Associated Students may
have gotten more than it bargained
for when the council chambers were
opened to campus groups to discuss
the future of IRA and A.S. funds.
A.S. President Nicole Launder
and Director of California State
Affairs Jon Fleischman attempted to
smooth ruffled feathers Wednesday
afternoon as representatives from
several IRA funded programs voiced
anger over the A.S. decision to withdraw funds from IRA programs.
In the past, approximately 30 percent of A.S. money has gone into
funding IRA programs, in addition to
the money IRA fees raised.
Last May the students voted to
increase IRA fees to $20. Since those
fees have brought in more revenue
than ever before, the A.S. passed a
resolution to withdraw their 30 percent to use in the other areas it traditionally has funded.
A lot of people are not very happy
with that decision.
"It seems to me that the AS. is

being extremely arrogant by going
against what the major feeling on this
campus is of, ’That’s not what we
voted for, that’s not what we want,"
said Alan Salma.ssian of KSJS.
Launder said the AS. fees and the
IRA fees are independent of each
other and should have remained separate from the beginning.
Executive Order 429, issued by
the chancellor in 1983, states that
"The Associated Students are not
expected to provide support for
instructionally related activities on a
regular basis ... It is understood,
however, that the Associated
Students may, at their discretion, support individual instructionally related
Projects."
Launder said the A.S. funds are
intended for specific service oriented
groups, such as the re-entry program,
Cal-MEChA, alternative transportation and approximately 200 student
organizations. These are services that
are not usually part of the educational
function of the university.
IRA money was intended to help
out programs which enhance the
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The fire code strikes again.
In the midst of plans to improve
the Student Union’s center atrium to
meet new fire codes, the Student
Union Board of Directors is faced
with the redesigning of the "cat
scratch" area, which also does not
meet the updated code.
"This is a small part of a much
larger project," said Ron Barrett, executive director of the union.
Architecture firm Allan M. Walter
and Associates of San Jose, who have
been hired by SUBOD to plan the
retrofitting of the atrium, informed
SUBOD’s House Committee last
week that the cat scratch area on the
third floor does not meet the updated
code.
The cat scratch room lacks one hour fire walls, which arc designed to
resist intense heat up to one hour. The
walls should be in all areas facing the
atrium to contain the spread of fire,
according to Blair Whitney, chairman
of SUBOD.
Walter and Associates proposed
two options to fix the deficiencies.

The first option. SKI, entails replacing existing walls with fire -proof
walls. This plan is estimated to cost
$11,200.
The second option, SK2, recommends building a wall with a door in
it. This plan costs an estimated
$2,600. Rob Kolar, chairman of the
House Committee, told SUBOD that
the House Committee recommends
SK2 primarily because of the cost.
A motion was passed in Thesday’s
regular SUBOD meeting to ensure
that if SK 2 is approved the "cat
scratch" area will remain primarily for
student use and will not be taken for
faculty office space or a meeting
room.
"It is unfortunate that open space is
going to be eliminated merely because
of the fire code," SUBOD member
Yogi Chugh said.
The board members also discussed
expanding the adjacent music listening room. They then put the discussion on hold until the architect could
respond to how feasible the idea
would be.
The area is known as the cat
scratch area because in the ’70s a carpeted crawl -area filled the space that

resembled a prop on which cats sharpen their claws. It was torn down following a fire and replaced with lounge
furniture. It has since become a fairly
popular place for students, according
Whitney.
In the summer of 1990, the state
fire marshall inspected the Student
Union and concluded that its ability to
get smoke out of the center atrium
was not sufficient. Now the building is
waiting for several projects o correct
the problem, according to Barrett.
"Changes are going to cost us a lot
of money arid a lot of time," Barrett
said.
The cost of the additional work
will be added to the $391,0(X) total
expected expense. The project is currently in its second phase. The board
spent $17,000 in the first step to find
what options they had in the
retrofitting.
SUBOD allocated $34,000 on Oct
22 for the current phase to draw up
plans of what will be changed. The
construction phase, which is the final
step, is estimated to cost $340,000.
Construction is expected to start during the Summer of 1902, according to
Whitney.

’Inebriated’ bus driver teaches
unwary about drunk-driving
By Emma Burgess
Dady staff writer

When SJSU student Marcia Lepler
stepped onto the South Campus shuttle bus that would arrive at her car
parked in the open lot on Seventh
Street, she was in for a surprise.
The bus driver wasn’t either one of
the two drivers she was accustomed to
seeing. And he was sipping Coors
Light while he sat behind the wheel.
Lepler didn’t know the scene was a
skit put on by seven SJSU sociology
students, including one phony bus
driver named Troy Bafluelos, who was
actually drinking root beer in a beer
glass.
A group from Robert Gliner’s
Sociology 80 class designed the plan
as a group project dealing with social
problems.
So, with the topic of drunk driving,
they decided to use a scare tactic
they would let SJSU students know
what it feels like to get in a vehicle
with an intoxicated person behind the
wheel.
"I’ve always wanted to be a bus
driver," Baftuckis said in his blue baseball cap and Oakley sunglasses.
On the floor by the entrance to the
bus was an opened 12 -pack. Lepler, a
junior in photojournalism, saw it clearly as she entered the bus.
But she walked on in and sat down
in the seat behind the driver. Then she
glanced around as if to see if anyone
else had seen what she had.
Soon Lepler caught the attention of
Liza Camarillo, another student on the
bus who also seemed upset by the sit -
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Hangout not up to safety code
By Darcie D. Johnson
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smash Tuesday night at the Event Center. It was the
Spartan’s final home game of the season. See story, page 4.

nation. Camarillo began to voice her
concerns to the driver. She and
Bafluelos were two of the seven sociology students in on the skit.
Lepler joined in. She said, "I think
you should not be drinking when
you’re driving a bus full of people."
Bafluelos replied that he thought he
had been doing a fine job so far.
"I’m sorry, that’s totally inappropriate," Lepler said. With that she got off
the bus and said she was going to wait
for another. After a few moments she
left for the University Police to complain, she later explained. Frank
Giacomelli, a junior in sociology, (also
in on the plan) was quick on his feet to
stop her and tell her what was going
on.
He said that she was so mad she
still didn’t care, and was going to
complain anyway. But instead she got
back on the bus and managed to calm
down.
After each show, Aaron Lowe, a
junior in human performance, would
get on the bus, explain the group’s
purpose and hand out pamphlets with
information and statistics on drunk driving related deaths.
Lepler reacted to the skit in the
strongest way. Most other students just
gave each other odd looks and giggled
a bit.
The buses weren’t very crowded so
the seven sociology students planted
on the bus sometimes outnumbered
the students not in on the plan. "The
end of the semesters generally go
down hill" in numbers said Steve
Blaylock, the regular driver of bus 19.
The sociology students, pretending

to be upset by the phony driver, were
also more outspoken than the others.
On one of the first buses the sociology
students took over, students were
almost totally unresponsive.
Said Pat Wittrock, a junior in occupational therapy, "I knew something
was fishy (Camarillo) was overacting. But their point WAS good."
It was obvious that passengers had
a lot of faith in the regular bus driver,
Blaylock. "I didn’t believe Steve
would stand there and let someone
who was drinking drive the bus,"
Wittrock said. Blaylock had been
standing by the street vender the first
time. Ile later moved out of sight so
that passengers wouldn’t he as confident.
Joan Burke, a sophomore in broadcast journalism, said she was not con
vinced, although she verbalized otherwise when she first got on the bus. She
threatened to get on another bus, and
said she couldn’t believe someone was
going to drive the bus drunk.
But she later said she thought that
Bafluelos was just a drunk person who
wouldn’t get Out of the diner’s scat,
and that seeing Blaylock by the
vender, she believed that "when ii
came time to go. Steve would throw
him ofl ."
The other regular bus driver,
Nadine Koller, said "I think it’s a great
idea" She adds that out one of her trips
after the phony bus driver had gotten
off and she drove the passengers to
their destination, she had a cup of coffee with her, One of the passengers
asked if there were something alcoholic in her coffee.

Presidential job description drafted
Iii John Vieira
....it staff wine,

The
Presidential
Search
Advisory Committee decided on the
qualifications for the new president
of SJSU Tuesday afternoon.
In order to understand the needs
and personality of the university,
Charles B. Neff, vice president or
the Presidential Search Consultation
Service, talked to 131 students, faculty and staff on and off campus
Monday and Tuesday. Neff then
presented the COMIrlitlee with a draft
copy of the president’s job description.
Members of the committee were
pleased with the Neff’s draft but

they discussed a few changes that
needed to be made.
"He captured the essence of the
university very well," said Bobbye
Gorcnberg, committee member and
chairwoman of the Academic
Senate.
Changes to the draft included
rewording it to say the president
should be a strong fiscal leader, be
prepared to function in a collective
bargaining environment, be able to
work with students and alumni, and
he unsolved with Division IA athletics.
Because of the number of
absences the meeting was informal
so the decisions made need to be
shown to other committee members

before being finalized.
There will be an open forum
held Dec. 4 from II am. to 1 p.m.
on campus so students, staff and
faculty will be able to give their
input, according to Gorenberg.
"We need a president that
doesn’t sec the university as a stepping stone to a prestigious university," said Political Science Professor
Roy Young. "A president needs to
place the students at the highest priority-The draft copy will be made
available to students, staff and faculty sometime before the open forum.
The committee plans to go over
applicants’ resumes in January and
hold interviews in February.

Off-campus tight filed as a hate crime
Its Fraci Di.os lit
,
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A early Monday morning trip to 7 -Eleven for four residence hall residents ended with a sore mouth for one of the
students and another hate crime report, according to
University Police.
Peter Page, an undeclared freshman, suffered minor
injuries as a result of harassment from four adult males
who had approached Page and three other Moulder Hall
residents.
The suspect and three other men had parked their
Suzuki Samurai near the 7-11 at Sixth and San Fernando
streets when the confrontation began.
"When they got out of the car, the first thing was that
they started talking mess with my friend who was wearing
a bandana," Page said.
rho; were look iii’ It a fight: he said.
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The UPD report said that the suspects were shouting,
"Hey white boy, what up? Do you wiuma start some st?"
Page said that the four suspects continued to harass Page
and his friends as they continued to walk down the sidewalk.
"We kept saying, ’It’s nothing’," Page said.
Page then noticed that the beating suspect and a friend
started following him, and when Page turned around, he
was hit in the mouth.
"I was thrown to the ground not expect ng the punch,"
Page said.
After the incident, Page and his friends went into Joe
West Hall and called UPD. Lt. Shannon Maloney said that
the incident is listed as a hate crime from the comments
that were made.
In a follow up investigation, some names were taken,
but the one suspect of the beating has not been identified.

1990’s top censored news
stories revealed at forum
it Jason Rothman
,..L, gall writer
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In a speech on Tuesday night in the
Student Union, Lowenthal gave many
examples of self-censorship including
it IMMO written to him from a Journalist on a corporate -owned tie ss paper.
" Ihere definitely is corporate cmirship of news and corp irate compliancy w th govern intent en sorsh p,’’
Lowenthal read front the lam "I ast
I ill I wrote a column critical of the
IIi tin seizing tapes CNN had of
phone conversations by Manuel
Noregia. The column was killed
bexause it leaked to cormaa. exccuThe members define self -censorship as the suppressaxi of information,
whether purposeful, or not, by any.
method
including bias, omission,
under -reporting, or self censorship

it the public from fully
which pr
knowing w hat is happening in its society.
The project was started in 1976 as
a way to inform the public of stories
overlooked by the press and to prod
the mainstream press (by embarrassing it) into producing better stories
with a more complete coverage of
events that affect our lives.
Each year, about 20 students work
on the project and search through
MOM that. (X) stones that ice submitted to them. The members narrow
down the Stones to their top 25, and
then submit the stones to a panel of
people involved in the mass media.
The personalities, including Bill
Moyers, Ben liagdikian and Noam
(’homsky, take the 25 stones and pick
their top II) most censored stories for
the year, and then publish the findings.
Some of the top censored stories in
1990 were
Ament a’s Banking Crisis. The
Sank’ condition that led to the breakdown of the savings and loan associaSee CENSORED, Page 3
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EDITORIAL
ROTC allowed on campus
at the expense of decency
back and enjoy it.
Lie
That seems to be the
never-ending SJSU
student body and
administrative mantra.
Flow else can we explain that while
six California State University campuses
have begun phasing ROTC off their
campuses. SJSU still embraces the
program despite the fact it deliberately
and unapologetically discriminates
against gays, lesbians and bisexuals?
Well, if you listen to the flaks, it isn’t
ROTC’s fault the campus programs
are just obeying the Department of
Defense’s policy banning homosexuals
from service.
Yeah, and we’re just following David
Duke’s policies when we burn a cross on
our neighbor’s lawn. Sorry.
Of course, it would take some effort
and more than a few unpleasantrics to
start a movement here at SJSU to boot
the bigots.
And, to be honest, even the gay
students who are blatantly considered
less than American by the Department of
Defense and ROTC would apparently
rather not take time out of their studies
and lives. They’d rather graduate and
head for pinker pastures than demand
justice, it seems.
Our Academic Senate vaguely issued
a proclamation last semester that said,
essentially, "Gee, we sure wish the
ROTC program weren’t bigoted.
Wouldn’t that be swell?" It doesn’t seem
to keep anyone awake nights knowing
that the ROTC’s gay policy blatantly

contradicts the university’s nondiscrimination doctrine.
At Chico State University, the ROTC
is scheduled to be phased out beginning
next semester, giving already registered
military science students a chance to
finish their degree requirements.
Now the backlash has begun.
Proponents of the program art saying
students want the ROTC on campus
they live for it, it gives their lives
meaning.
Some Chico ROTC faculty are crying
foul naturally. Nothing like getting
one’s paycheck axed to pique a person’s
concern for his students.
It was humorous to watch Maj. Doug
Campbell, a professor of military science
at Chico, give his impassioned plea to
save the program.
Sporting his very best medals, the
Gulf War veteran invoked the terror of
the SCUD missiles he faced in Israel to
draw compassion from the Chico State
faculty senate.
Let’s get this straight We owe you
the freedom to be a jerk because you
participated in the mass-slaughter of
defenseless people?
Even Retired SJSU President Gail
Fullerton waffled on the subject last
semester, coming out on the side of
ROTC.
It seems that ROTC supplies a steady
flow of the all-powerful green to SJSU.
As we have all learned by now, the
university administration is willing to
sacrifice anything even human
decency if it means a little more cash.
Whoa, the echo is deafening. Is there
anyone out there?

AND ANOTHER
Ted R. Cotnerford
THING ...

Duke’s loss wins relief
early on Sunday
morning, while I was
Very
standing on the corner of
14th Street and Fifth Avenue
in Manhattan, noshing on a
fresh bagel with cream cheese and
sipping a hot double-latte, I read the most
thrilling headline I had ever seen in my
entire hfe.The cover of the New York
Times said, "DUKE LOSES TO
EDWARDS IN LANDSLIDE."
I read the article three times just to
make sure that! drank in every drop of
this wonderful news. Never before had!
felt such relief, such amazement. I would
now not have to move to the Netherlands.
Fleeing the United States as a political
refugee would no longer be necessary,
although it would remain an option.
Although many people discounted
David Duke’s Louisiana gubernatorial
run as just an aberration typical of the
bayou country, Duke was a very serious
candidate. Duke and his supporters did
not suffer delusions from eating too
many spicy crayfish. Theirs was a well
thought-out campaign, well planned and
well executed.
Just the fact that he made it into the
run-off should have scared the bejesus
out of most Americans, especially
different Americans. In his concession
speech, Duke said that the American
"majority" would reclaim its heritage and
tradition and assert its rights. What is
David really saying?
Could he be saying that white Anglo
Saxon protestant male bible-nazis will
eliminate the rights of those of us who do
not fall neatly into those categories?
That’s what I hear.
The scariest pert about what Duke is
saying is that he’s not the only one
saying it. There are many here in the
United States who agree with David
Duke’s rhetoric regarding what to do
about the "social sponges" (welfare
recipients, etc.) of our country, and they
are becoming more vocal every day.
There are also many who agree with

him in Europe, especially in Germany.
Random and planned violence against
immigrants in Germany by neo-Nazis is
becoming commonplace. It is not yet
widely accepted by the citizenry, but the
government is doing little or nothing
about it.
Although the Republican Party
officially denounced Duke as a racist and
a nut, it is the major political party that
holds views not so far removed from
Duke’s.
Duke quoted George Bush several
times during his campaign. He also used
much of George Bush’s 1988 presidential
campaign rhetoric as well as Rcagan’s
rhetoric from his 1976, 1980 and 1984
campaigns.
If one looks at and listens closely to
President George Bush and his Chief of
Staff John Sununu and their views and
politics, one cannot help but see and hear
David Duke, The White House’s actions
speak much more loudly than its words.
In late September, shortly before Gov.
Pete Wilson’s veto of Assembly Bill 101
(the lesbian and gay employment rights
bill), John Sununu warned Wilson that if
he ever wanted to live at 1600
Pennsylvania Ave. he had better veto AB
101. Wilson has been notorious for
working for his next office before getting
his feet wet in the one he presently
occupies.
Both the Reagan and Bush
administrations have had abhorrent
civil/human rights records. Maybe David
Duke is the consummate Republican.
Maybe he finally added some integrity
and authenticity to the Republican Party.
Maybe he finally told the truth about
where the Republicans really would
stand if they could get away with it.
In any case, I am ecstatic that I don’t
have to move to the Netherlands, at least
for now.
Ted R. Comerford’s column
Thursday.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Best interests in mind
Editor,
I would like to respond to some of the
allegations directed toward the Associated
Students Board of Directors’ decision to pull
IRA funding from the A.S. budget.
First of all, let us clarify the difference
between Instructionally Related Activities
and the Associated Students. IRA refers to
an activity that relates to a course of study
for which the student involved receives credit toward graduation. Students pay a separate
fee toward IRA which, after the special election last Spring, is currently $20 a semester.
After the guaranteed amount is given to
athletics, these other groups now have
$469,880 to be allocated to them. This is a
considerable increase from the $163,518 that
has been previously allocated to them.
Now let’s talk about Associated Students,
a body that represents 30,000 SJSU students,
offering services and programs to best suit
the needs of all students, not just students
enrolled in a program that is Instructionally
Related. Students pay $18 a semester for
A.S. fees. As it currently stands, the
Associated Students automatically turns over
almost $6 of this to IRA groups. So, in reality, 30,000 students at San Jose State are paying almost $52 a year to support these
groups, which leaves the Associated
Students to represent the other 27,000 students with only $24 a year. Logical?
So, what does the Associated Students
plan to do with this money? Opening a travel
agency was not even an idea offered by a
member of the current Board.
There are, however, a million things that
A.S. could do with this money to a) better
serve the entire population of SJSU, and to
b) provide additional programming and services that reach out to students who do not
currently take advantage of their IRA fees or
their Associated Students fees. The A.S.
hasn’t done any of these things because they
haven’t had the funding.
Programs that reach out to night students,
more effective advertising of elections and

election reforms, an automatic base fund to
all campus clubs and groups and the expansion of the services offered in the Business
Office are just some ideas for the expenditures of these additional funds.
The Associated Students was never
meant to fund IRA groups; that is why there
is a separate IRA fee. It may not have been
in the A.S. Board of Directors’ bust interest
to handle the situation in the manner that
they did, but you can bet that they had the
best interest of the entire student body in
mind when they did it.
Nicole Anderson
A.S. Vice-President
IRA Committee Member

Superb coverage
Editor,
We would like to express our sincere
thanks for your superb front-page coverage
of an important event in the gay and lesbian
community.
On Nov. 12, OUTRAGE organized a
protest in Saratoga at the home of Donald
and Sally Lucas, where a benefit cocktail
party for Gov. Pete Wilson was taking place.
More than 150 people, representing OUTRAGE and other gay community groups,
were present to express our anger at the
Governor’s cowardly veto of AB 101, the
gay and lesbian civil rights bill.
The photos on the front page of the
Spartan Daily on Nov. 14 were wonderful.
We appreciate your courage and integnty in
printing a picture of two men kissing. Many
thanks to photographer Tim Berger.
The accompanying story was also quite
thorough, and clearly showed the involvement of SJSU students in the event. Thanks
to Angela Hill for her well-chosen quotes
and accurate reporting.
We are quite pleased to see that the
Spartan Daily is providing good coverage of
events in the gay, lesbian and bisexual community. Thank you again.
Andrew Gans
Graduate
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health Science
Mike Kemmerrer
Sociology
Editor,
lam writing to compliment on the excellent job you did covering Lesbian and Gay
Pride Week. Great work!
Steve Johnson

Shrugging off
responsibility
Editor,
This letter is in reference to the article
about the Disabled Student Services.
As a disabled student, I find it disheartening to have someone in a leadership role that
is complacent. Department heads and committee members are charged with the responsibility of improving and changing the system. Someone in this position is responsible
for meeting the needs of the group he or she
represents. If the needs are not being met,
then this person must initiate ways to meet
the needs within budgetary constraints.
The person in a leadership position would
not be the caretaker of the status quo. As a
disabled student, I heard that the director ot
DSS said "he does not know if the university
is legally responsible for marking classroom
doors with Braille." Shouldn’t a director of a
department know if the university is in compliance?
One favorite saying I hear from the director is "This is not a perfect world." If the
movers and shakers of society felt this way,
women may not have been given the right to
vote, or the Civil Rights Act would not have
passed and affirmative action would only he
an idea.
Things would not have happened for the
people if everyone simply shrugged their
shoulders and said "This is not a perfect
world."
Randy Tame/
Sophomore
l’uhlic Relations
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BASE.: Genea1 meeting, 6 p.m.,
1:N( 358, call 924-8791.
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN
CENTER: Hungerfest/Resource Fair,
10 a.m., Art Quad, call 298-0204.
CAMPUS MINSTRY: Speaker on
"Hunger: Scarcity of food or scarcity

(critic Tat V. noon, Morns Dailey
Auditorium; Break the fast banquet,
7:30 p.m., Dining Commons, sell
298-0204.
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CLUB:
Meeting, 5 p.m., CUB 118, call
944 0919.
RESIDENT ADVISOR ASSOC.:
Meeting, 8 p.m., 2nd (loot lounge fru
JWFI, call 924-8810.

A.I..E.R.I.: Rap session on "Boys in
the Hood" movie. 6 p in , W1,C (LOP
tutorial area), call 924-2591.
PHYSICS SEMINAR: Meeting
with speaker: A.C. Tam. IBM
Almaden. 1:30 p.m., SCI 251, call
924-5245.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
ASSOC.: Careers in investment by
Shearson Lehman Bros 4:45 p.m..

S.O. COSIatIOan Room. 924-8517.
STUDENT HEALTH
SERVICES: Breast health seminar.
noon, 1:113 208, call 924-6119.
CAREER PLANNING Fit
PLACEMENT: Marketing your IT
degree, 12:30 p.m , S.0 Almaden
Room, call 924-6(133.

New Daily executive editor, ad director selected
Two women bring
enthusiasm to paper
By Anne Bouquet
Daily gaff WIWI
New staffs have been chosen for the Spartan
Daily’s editorial and advertising departments.
Angela Hill was elected to the executive editor position for the Spartan Daily and Michele Ball is the
new advertising director.
Hill has writing and reporting experience as well
as managerial experience. She managed a manufacturing company in Sunnyvale prior to being a
reporter for the Daily. She is a journalism major and
is scheduled to graduate in December 1992.
"I love every part of the paper and want to learn
about the business and see what it’s all about," Hill
said. "I enjoy reporting and interviewing, and like to
he where the action is."
"Her managing experience makes her an ideal
editor because you must be able to deal with people," current Executive Editor Brooke Shelby Biggs
said. "You must have strong convictions and good
news judgement as well."
Hill said she would like to someday be a reporter
for a major metropolitan newspaper.
Hill was selected to her new position by a vote of
the current reporters and editors, as well as by a
panel of faculty and staff in the school of journalism
and mass communications.
"I’m really looking forward to next semester. I
feel we have a good crew with lots of strong writing
skills, ideas and enthusiasm," Hill said.
Next semester, Hill plans to initiate changes in
the Daily. She intends to broaden the scope of the
paper to appeal more to the diverse student txxly at
SJSU.
She also plans to expand the daily’s coverage of
environmental issues, funher develop the weekly
CenterStage entertainment tab and devote more coverage to multi-cultural events and concerns on campus.
Ball is a marketing major and an advertising
minor and is planning to graduate in May 1992.

CENSORED
Front Front Page
tions are present in the banking
industry today.
NASA space shuttles arc
destroying the ozone layer. The solid
fuel that the shuttles use release
between 75 and 250 tons of
hydrochloric acid on the stratosphere,
and the molecules eat away the
ozone.

SJSU MUSK: DEPT.: Student
composers recital. 730 p.m., MUS
Concert Hall, call 924-4673.
AMERICAN CANCER
SOCIETY: Great American
Smokeout 1991, all day long, 12:01
a.m., all OVCT campus, call 924-6119.
PROJECT PHONIX: Silent art
auction, 8 a.m., ART 206, call
723-4970.

fA9/9/W
445W -PRODUCED GAME
SHOW: "Pillow talk". A special
preview for Tuesday, Nov. 26, free
food, 6 p.m., 6:30 p.m., 7 p.m. & 7:30
p.m., ART 109, call 294-6033.

Church robber gets 100-year term
PHILIPPI, W.Va. (AP) A man ble for parole in 25 years, county
who robbed a church congregation of Prosecutor Gary Morris said.
$500 at gunpoint was sentenced
Witnesses said Smith burst into the
Wednesday to 100 years in prison.
church during Sunday services carryCircuit Judge John Waters said ing a sawed-off shotgun, ordered the
Roger Smith, 31, violated the sanctity congregation to the floor and had a
of Faithway Baptist Church in the church member collect wallets and
June 1990 holdup.
purses.
Waters also cited Smith’s criminal
Smith was originally charged with
record, which includes convictions for
hank robbery, breaking and entering 23 counts of armed robbery, one for
and burglary, and the fact that the rob- each parishioner robbed, Morris said.
Arthur Weidlich, 21, was convicted
bery occurred on Father’s Day.
Smith, who pleaded guilty to one of being an accessory. He hasn’t been
count of armed robbery, will be eligi- sentenced.

HONDA

NISSAN

ACURA

TOYOTA

SPECIAL DISCOUNT FOR SJSU STUDENTS
HILTON AUTO SERVICE
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
222 Keyes st #101
San Jose, CA. 95112
Tel. 279-8280
Angela Hill

Michele Ball

Before assuming the downtown manager position
for the daily this semester, she was an account executive for the Princeton Plaza Shopping Center. She
worked on budgets and media selection as well as
organized and supervised the business and creative
deparunents.
As downtown manager tor the Daily, she managed three other account executives and was responsible for the downtown advertising section of the
paper every Tuesday. Ball also participated in advertising sales while on the daily.
Ball was appointed to the advertising director
position by the advertising adviser, lack Quinton.
Her selection was based on her previous work expe-

nence as well as her performance as downtown
manager this semester.
"She has a lot of maturity and management ability and interacts well with the class," Quinton said.
"She has showed leadership ability and was the person with the best qualifications for the position."
"Next semester, 1 would like to increase the communication hem cell the ads crusIng stall and niaintaai the current status of the advertising department."
Ball said.
After graduation. Ball would like to work or The
Mercury News as an account executive and eventually she would like to move to Santa Barbara and
work for the Santa Barbara News Press.

BRAKE SPECIAL
$79.95 (reg.S99.95)
per axle

1st St
5th St.
Xl
u, 7th St._

I
1

CLUTCH SPECIAL
$285 (reg. $325)

SMOG CHECK
$17.99

4x 4 s $380

Prophet Mohammed (PBUH) said: I left among you two things if you
hold fast to it, you will not go astray forever,

Guest Speakers
Mohammad Rajab Ally
Hamza Yousuf
Prof. Richard Keady (Dept Religious Studies )
sponsored by Muslim Student Association SjSt
Thursday, November 21, 6:3()pm
Room 189 Engineering Building
complimentary pizza and refreshments served

Lowenthal recommended watching television with skepticism, and to
read more than the mainstream
media.

For more Information call Br. Osama Abukhdair 241-0850 or
Br. Shahab Kazi 985-6964
Students Board
Associated
Funded By
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ISLAM, Christianity
and Today’s Problems

The facts about the Panama
invasion were false. Not only were
the facts about the military death toll
wrung, but after the invasion, it was
uncovered that more than 2,000 civil,
tans were killed.
IP And, 1990s most censored or
under-reported story was the lack of
skepticism by the media during the
build-up before the war in Iraq.

"Don’t rely on a newscast for
information," he said. "Get publications from the left side the middle
and the right. Then you can get a
range of opinions on a story."

3
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SANJOSE/CUPERTINO
1072 Saratoga -Sunnyvale Road, Suite A-103
(408)252-43(M

Met editeNed, Skyrtift9,9604
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ISN’T IT TIME

CIVT1:30CIR SKI SALE
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4400

Oil
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19,

November 23rd & 24th
9:30am to 4pm
1990-1991 Ski Inventory
Reduced 40% to 80%!
Enter to Win a FREE Ski Trip
to Sun Valley, Idaho
1266 %V . Si n
Nlim

’sal 9.30
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287-599-1
’-’tin 10,1m-711111
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YOU TRIED
AlTrans?
With over 15 bus lines stopping within a 5 minute walk to
campus, there is a good chance that you could get to school
without the hassles of driving. We can show you the Way.
Why not give it a try?
To get started call 924-5467, or visit us in WSQ 115.
You’ll he glad you did.

A ftrans

Your alternative transportation solution
’1 unded ha, the

SIMI Office of ’Traffic .au(y
Vierldiw

4

1 ha rulaw Not

ember 21, 1991
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SJSU edges Gaels in last home volleyball match
By Kim Carter
Daily staff enter
The SJSU women’s volleyball
team competed in their final home
match of the season against the St.
Mary’s Gaels at the Event Center
Tuesday night. Although the team did
not put up as good a fight as they did
against nationally -ranked Long Beach
State, they managed to out-play the
Gaels by scores of 9-15, 15-13,
13-15 and 6-15.
Neither team played good volleyball last night, but the Gaels, who are
ranked last in the West Coast
Conference, kept the score close by
playing good defense.
"As a team we could have played
better," senior middle blocker Leslie
Page said. "We could have had more
enthusiasm."

Although the Spartans did not play
well as a team, there were a few team
members who hustled on the court to
bring the team to victory.
"Shane Donellon played a very
strong game due to some serious
defense passing," Spartans head coach
John Corbett’ said
Donellon had a total of II kills for
the game.
Freshman outside hitter Tanya Hart
played a powerful game as well. She
got the crowd cheering by performing
some of her power hitting.
Junior setter Jennifer Liston was
dispersing the ball around the court

Lots of action
on video pitch
a soccer fan can be
Being
tough. There are never
any games on non-cable
TV., rarely anything in
newspapers (except the
Merc’s monthly report) and once
every six months Sports Illustrated
publishes a short blurb about the
Major Soccer League or the
women’s game.
While the mass media market
continues to ignore soccer because
it’s just not as popular as
sledgehammer tossing, there is one
market that welcomes soccer into
its ranks with hearty high-fives.
Sit down in front of a monitor
and get a fix of corner kicks, fouls,
slide tackles and, of course, goals.
Every major system in the
computer and video game industry
has a soccer game program, from
indoor to street soccer to the World
Cup.
What a double whammy for this
soccer fanatic, for gaming happens
to be my profession. I can fill in the
void of coverage on T.V. with my
own hard-fought battles on the
pitch. The Sega Genesis 16-bit
video game is my system of choice,
and there is currently one soccer
simulation available.
"World Championship Soccer"
allows you to choose a team from a
short list of countries in Europe,
South America, Asia or North
America. Once the team has been
selected, the gamer can choose
starters from a list of players ranked
by skill, speed, endurance and shot
strength.
The game takes a view of the
field from above, creating an aura
of realism that many other sports
games for the Genesis thrive on. If
you don’t watch out, you may end
up scrubbing the green stains from
your knees.
soccer looks great,
Sega’s
sounds great, plays great but
it’s not the most enjoyable
soccer game available. Call
me crazy, but the most fun in a
soccer video game can only be
found in a dark corner at Golfland
or by pulling that Atari 2600 VCS
out of the basement.
"Pele’s Soccer" was an attempt
at an arcade-style soccer game and
it worked, considering it was at one
time a popular table-top coinoperated game. Pele never played
indoor soccer, but Atari used his
name anyway to promote this game
where the ball bounced off the
walls of the playing field.
There are as many as four
different soccer games compatible
with the IBM, but there is one that
captures the sport from the vantage
point of the team owner.
Mindscape’s "Sporttime Soccer"
lets you play owner, coach and
player of a team in the United
States or England.
Teams advance divisions similar
to the English method and pick up
money to buy, trade or train players
during the season or during the offseason. Players age with each
season that passes, rookies are
recruited and, frustratingly, players’
seasons can end with injuries.
Only two possible players can be
controlled in "Sporttime Soccer,"
either the goalkeeper or center
forward, but this is made up for in
the realistic interaction from the
team’s front desk.
Strolling down the aisles at any
software store will produce soccer
simulation after soccer simulation
for the IBM, Macintosh, Amiga,
Sega, Nintendo or Atari.
It’s time to stop complaining
about soccer coverage and plug in
that cartridge. I’m beginning to
smell the Cup.
Corey Tresidder’s soccer column
appears every Thursday.

hollmalln,

The Span:ins still have an outside
chance to cam a bid into the 32-team
NCAA tournament, but they will have
to win the two remaining matches to
be eligible.
In order for the Symms to defeat
their next two opponents, they must
play much better volleyball than they
did against SE Mary’s.
Coach Corbett’ does not sound too
optimistic about the next two games
after the team’s performance Tuesday
night.
11

MIME

rAVE

A short walk could save you lots of mone%
Discount Fares Available with s.j.s.u.

!ties

wash america

Land -Air -Sea

UNIIIC

82 S. Almaden Ave.
San lose, Ca. 95113
t to Greyhound Bus Depot

t,40t3 295-4076

ours preparing your erm papers
ou spen
and reports. Show them off with quality copies
and professional binding at Kinko’s.

Off All Binding Orders-1

One coupon per customer
Not valid with an other offer and only at this location

ExpireS 11/30/91

kinkcvs.

MEM

M=R

DISCOUNTS
EVERY ITEM, EVERY DAY

20%
30%
40%
50%

UNIVERSITY ART’S

-Wheel Alignment
Front End Rebuilding
-Shock Absorbers

CompleteBrake Service
-Wheel Balancing
-Used & New 1 ires

299 Keyes St. San Jose

294-3240

IlkIJ DITI ON S
Kings Productions, the world’s #1 producer of entertainment, is holding
auditions for the 1992 season at GREAT AMERICA, Santa Clara,
California A variety of positions are available and a travel fee will be
paid to employees who must travel more than 250 miles to the park
SAN JOSE, CA Sunday, December 1
San Jose Civic light Opera Rehearsal Hall, 1717 Technology Drive
1-3 p.m. Singers, Specialty Acts
3-4 p.m. Dancers, Instrumentalists
1
3-5 p.m. Technicians
CONCORD, CA Friday, December 6
Citiarts Center, 1975 Diamond Blvd.
5-7 p.m. Singers, Specialty Acts
5-8 p.m. Technicians
7-8 p.m. Dancers, Instrumentalists
SAN FRANCISCO, CA Sunday, December 8
San Francisco Airport Conference Center
1240 Bayshore Highway, Burlingame
12-2 pm. Singers, Specialty Acts
12-4 p.m. Technicians
2-3 p.m. Dancers, Instrumentalists
For additional information coil
Groot Arnencn Audition Holt. 4087988 1776
Kong, Product., 800/544-5464
K INGS ISLAND II KINGS DOMINION
CAROWINDS IR GREAT AMERIC
Ktngs Product.,

DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
3113 PA’ 4 SI ’,AN JOST (408) 297 470/

MC) VEIT)

’

330 E. Santa Clara St
Between 7th & 8th Sts.
1Block North of Engineering Bldg
L9.98-2218 Expires 11-2291

YES! EVERYTHING* IS AT LEAST 20%
OFFI ARTI FRAMING! DRAFTING’
’EXCEPTING ALREADY DISCOUNTED ITEMS
CASH, CHECK, VISA & MASTER CARD

the copy center
V\I

at
PETE’S STOP TIRE CENTER
Foreign & Domestic Auto Repair

the clean laundry

TERM PAPERS WITH CLASS

r5 o cy.

I lov.eser, the Spanai is hays. a tx:tier
chance to get a wild-card berth in the
National Invitational Tournament,
according to Corbelli.
"It’s a long shot because there a lot
of teams with better records," C’orbelli
said. "But they don’t play teams as
competitive as we do."
For senior middle blocker Leslie
Page and senior outside hitter Dawnis
Wilson, Tuesday’s match was the last
at home before an appreciative SJSU
Event Center crowd.

10%STUDENT DISCOUNT

PLANNING A TRIP?
C-MOR TRAVEL

"Alter a match like tonight, it’s real
hard to tell," Corbett’ said. "I would
like to think that we would beat
Fullerton but it will not be an easy
game. Santa Barbara is our last shot at
a Top 20 team. If we beat them, our
record would be over .500 a goal
we established midscason.
"We can’t get into any playoffs
until we’re over .500."
If the Spartans do not receive a bid,
it will break a streak of nine straight
NCAA tournament appearances.

Melee

25d Off Every Wash
Mon. - Fri Only i.1i

COREY
TRES1DDER
DAILY NEWS
EDITOR

very well. She led the WWII with 46
assists.
"Jennifer is starting to play real
consistent and making some good
choices," Corbett’ said. "Jennifer did a
real good job setting tonight."
The Spartans are now 11-13 overall. Last night’s game against the
Gaels did not count as a conference
win for the Spanans because the Gaels
are in die WCC. The Gaels are K-21
overall.
The Spartans have two regular season matches remaining, at Cal State
Fullerton on Friday and at UC Santa
Barbara on Saturday.

93 E. San Carlos (Across from McDonald’s) 295-4336
L
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WHILE-YOU-WAIT SERVICE! NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY!
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HURRY - LIMITED TIME OFFERS!!!

TIRE ROTATION

I & OIL CHANGE

$

T

Tire Rotation (4 Wheels)
1
Dram Old Oil
Install New 011 Filter
Add up to 5 Ots Premium Multigrade motor oil
Complete Chassis Lubrication
MOST CARS
Fluid Levels
EXPIRES 12/2191
MN
IIIIM 11 =III

Rotation
Reg $14
Oil Change

Reg $2.1Ci.5

.. .. ....
r..
BRAKE SPECIAL

Front Disc or Rear Drum
Install NEW Organic Pads or Lining:,
Resurface Rotors or Drums
Inspect Hydraulic Systems
Repack Wheel Bearings
Inspect Four Wheels
Add Fluid if Necessary
Adjust brakes Road test
MOST Cash
Additional pans & labor often needed at substantial extra cost
EXPIRESmallimmo

r

Shoes and Pads and Labor is
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SAVE $10
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6 Month 6 000 Mile Guarantee
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CONVENIENT WE-STOP SERVICE
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& BRAKE

EXPIRES 72 2

9/

Downtown San Jose
E. Santa Clara at 11th. St
298-7722
OPEN 7 30 AM EVENINGS 14 6 PM
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WORLD EVENTS

SJSU WEATHER:

TODAY - High clouds clear out, sunny for most of day.
High 464. TOMORROW - Patchy morning fog burns off sunny, highs in upper 60s.
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0 Mexicans
outraged by train
wreck
TEHUACAN, Mexico (AP) - Outraged
citizens blockaded City Hall on Wednesday,
demanding the removal of a rail line used by
a runaway freight that plowed through the
town, killing 32 people.
"People have been detnanding the removal
of the tracks for 40 years and nobody did anything," said one protester, 15-year-old FavieUa
Castillo.
Huge railway cranes shifted the tangled
cars Wednesday and rescuers with dogs
searched the wreckage for more victims. The
force of Tuesday’s derailment hurled some of
the cars more than 40 yards.

The conductor, Constancio Moises
Martinez Hernandez, told investigators the
brakes failed on a downhill about 12 miles
outside Tchuacan, a picturesque city famed
for its mineral water.
The crew uncoupled five cars, then
jumped off the hurtling train about nine miles
outside Tehuacan. "The engineer screamed to
us to abandon the train, abandon the train,"
Martinez said in a statement.
The train, northbound from Veracruz, was
going between 50 mph and 100 mph when it
derailed on a slight curve, authorities said.
The engine and 14 cars smashed into automobiles waiting at a busy highway intersection on the northern edge of Tchuacan. The
freight cars also badly damaged five buildings, including a discotheque and a restaurant
Officials said 32 people died in the accident, one of the worst recent Mexican railroad

tragedies. Hospital officials said at least 41
people were treated for injunes.
The governor of Puebla state, Mariano
Pina Olaya, and the head of the aging national
railway system arrived at City Hall and met
with local officials. The crowd booed Olaya
when he appeared on a balcony and refused
to promise the tracks would he moved.
When the tracks were laid before the 1910
revolution, Tchuacan was a town of fewer
than 20,000 people. The city has since grown
to more than 200,000, surrounding the tracks
as it expanded.
Jose Humberto Mosconi Castillo, head of
the national railway system, said the grade
was steep, the train was overloaded and it was
going too fast.
"We don’t know if it was a technical problem or human error. But it’s a fact the track
was very treacherous and the tram was very
heavy," he told reporters.
The mid-day accident spared a kindergarten and primary school only 10 yards from
where the tracks buckled and ripped from
their ties, sending loaded freight cars tumbling on their sides.

response to the rebel halt in offensive operations, economic sabotage and urban combat.
The armed forces press committee said 11
rebels were killed and six were wounded in
fighting Tuesday in the northern province of
Chabtenango, an insurgent stronghold. It said
there were no government casualties.
The government also claimed rebel
"harassment" of army troops in the south-central province of La Paz, and just north of San
Salvador, the capital. There were no repons of
casualties.
"These actions demonstrate that the terrorist groups of the FMLN are not complying
with the truce announced by their commanders," said the armed forces communique.
In a broadcast on its clandestine radio station, the rebel Farabundo Marti National
Liberation Front, or FMLN, said its forces
battled government troops in Chalatenango
and in the central province of Cuscatlan.
The insurgents descnbed the army movements as "incursions" or "offensives" and
said they would limit themselves to selfdefense.

Girl killed, five
hurt when patrol
blows up houses

Despite rebel truce,
fighting continues
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) The army on Wednesday accused leftist
rebels of violating their unilateral truce and
reported fierce combat in the north in which it
said 11 guerrillas were killed.
The insurgents said they intended to stick
to their pledge not to carry out offensive operations. They blamed the fighting on army
provocations and said rebels troops had
fought back to defend themselves.
Military leaders have said they do not feel
compelled to curtail army activities in

COMPUTERS

$5,000,000 MEDICAL/HEALTH
Insurance coverage for students
thru Blue Cross of California Rates
as low as $20 per Month For
brochure, call
(408) 252 7300.

APOLLO COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Specializing in IBM compatibles
Complete systems as Vow as $435.
Apollo can build a computer to
meet your specific needs! We also
help students upgrade their existing
computer sustems! We’re happy to
answer questions Please call us at
(408) 2950869

NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visas, teeth cleaned and
X-rays - no charge
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll noel For brochure see
A.S. ()face or
Ca1k8006553225.

CIRCULAR MOTIONS
COMPACT DISCS
Par Mime and full-lime positions
available Must be able to work
weekends!!! Music knowledge a
plus. Please. other than ’Alterna
five music’ is a major plus Apply
at Los Gatos location: 395.3494
or Cupertino location. 252 3472
WANTED beginning Jan 92 Child
care in S 1, home for 6 rno infant 3
days/wk. Car req. $5 hr 246-8072.

COMPUTER SALES
386/33MHZ 4meg RAM SVGA
LIFEGUARDS/SWIM and aqua
monitor 1.2 end 1-44 ark! ’120
exercise instructors meted! The
meg hard disk SVGA video card
central YMCA is looking for entnusiw/lmeg 230W PS case 101. keyatic people who are experienced
DANCE AUDITION MULTI CULTURAL
board software $1800
and certified in lifesaving. Contact
male & female Nov. 23, 91 1-3 386/16MHZ 2 mpg RAM VGA moo lob, or Carl at 2981717
p m in Fremont call 510 65943592 Ito, 1 2 sae 1.44 drive 400reg hard
disk VGA video card w/512156 200 DEATH CIGARETTES seeks sales
18 TRACK RECORDING STUDIO W PS case 101 keyboard $950 We rep. team in San Jose area Part
Only 15 min from STSU. we are
guarantee the best price In town
time Cali (213)827-3623.
offering lower rates for SJSU stuPrices subject to change w/o
dents and staff who need working notice. Call for most current price
GET IN ON THE GROUND FLOORI
practice tapes, band/songwriter
tech
Call
time
Lee
supp
New quick service pasta restaurant
demos and 256 track miciLrecord
926-1970 Ask for Nasaron
Welling in Dec. Now interviewing
trig Call for info VITAL SOUNDS
for service counter & kitchen per
408 274-0909
sonnet Call Pasta Mia -7305782
N. 1st/Trimble 1’ bk. from Lt Rail.
REMEMBER WHEN sex was safe
and skyolvire was dangerous?
STOP MUGGERS, RAPISTS, drug111 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Play it safe.
gles in their tracks. instantly, safe
Your fraternity. sorority, or other
Bay Area Skydiving 510 6347575
and legal. Money back guarantee
campus group can earn between
Better than tear gas! - 288-6818
in less than Prays
VOLUNTEER LEADERS NEEDED for
You pay absolutely nothing
Inner City children / youth
Call 1-8007352077 Ext. 3
Serve with Citylearn Ministries
Youth outreach in bible clubs,
POSTAL /OBS AVAILABLE!
tutoring, discipleship
ALPHA PHI
Many positions Great benefits. Call
Hours flexible Elernie Ashby
Your Phi Den abductors
805 682.7555 Fit P-331(1
we watching you
14081 998-4770
Can’t wait 2 Cli in chains
START $7 - 8.00 PER HOUR
WANTED: BED/LOFT
Day. Swing Grave snits Ft/Pt
Call (408) 4350220 Ext. 2241
A 0 PI ABDUCTEES, PHI DELTS
Weekly pay
Need bed/loft frame
can’t wait to senters:e you to one
Security/Reception/High tech
foil night
Excellent benefits
CASH FOR COLLEGE. Scholarship
Credit union Medical insurance
Quest has over 300,000 sources of
No Experience Required
available college cash Our personImmediate Interview!
allied Financial Planning Report
Apply: 8am 5pm, Mon.. Fri
finds the hidden scholarship
DEUVERY PERSON NEEDED
Vanguard Security Services
sources for you Call for a free copy The SPARTAN DAILY has a positiiii)
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
of ’10 Ways To Stretch Your Schol.
available for the Spring semester
(bet* Sari Tomas Fry / Olcott)
arship Chances 408 7318226
Hours: 7.30-9:00 a m
Days: Monday - Friday
COMPUTER RETAIL SALES - Want
MAKE YOUR ANNOUNCEMENT
to have fun, while still maintaining
Pay. $1000 a day.
In the Spartan Daily Caissified
Please apply in person at the
your school schedule. & get paid for
Spartan Daily business office, or
it too? Then you will be glad to know
call Kathy at 9243277 for info
that ComputerWare, the original arid
ARE YOU APPLYING
TO GRADUATE SCHOOL?
best Mac software / hardware
’,seller, has immediate PT sales
DON’T GET A CLERICAL 1051
The Princeton Review seeks Pre
WOMEN & men, try VALET PARKING openings at our Sunnyvale sore
Law, Pre-Business and other
F/PT, must drive stick shirt,
Candidates Must he hens, Mac et.
prospective graduate students
interested in faking a FREE ISM.
clean DMV. good comm
erste. Duties include -)ashiering.
GMAT Or ORE diagnostic exam Call
product demos. a 1-I customer sup
$6 00/hr plus tips
Can (4151 3974546
port Cover letter & resume to Per
14081 268-9674 to make your
reservation Call Today.
sonnet, ComputerWare, 2800 W.
$11/HR. TCNR. SUB 12 units ICE. Bavshore Rri . Pato Aito. ea 94303
N.."
"MR. BLUE GREEN" has current 1130-6 McKinley tat, eke,
LAWN AERATION SALES
Cell Tech Products (algae & ace- SJSU Call Diane terry 9/1 OW,
1110, HOUR.
dolpholus etc I on hand now, SpeGuaranteed
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS
cial money making/saving plan for
Weekends
sororities, frats. groups. Get brain Outdoor apparel company hi,. cig
Green Thumb Lawn Serkar
rood/body rebuilding items from to begin building stable of freciars i
2430556
Victor in SH 211 or write: Plan 196, ’T’shirt & textile graphic designers
408 4/6 7307
PO Box 9, 5).CA 95103 Phone
Mont -Bell Company Ltd
RAYNET IS CURRENTLY SEEKING
408 492-8827 Free yeast self test
energetic candidates for a corpo
rate communications internship In
PLATOON
OPEPI GOBLE
this 20 nr Avis paid pcsition, you
Saies/Managernent Trainee
Oh, put God to the test and see
will help Write, edit and design the
National Marketing Co seeks 5
how kind He Is’
employee newsletter and supper I
motivated Individuals who desire
Honor your father and mother,
serious play money. Full/Pat t -time all areas of employee comrnunira
that you may have a long,
tons If you are a junior or senior
Call now 257-4175
good life
mapring in )0UrnaliSM Of Comm.,
murder
must
not
You
cations. contact Erin Stockford and
MARKETING JOSS
You must not commit adultery
Allison HeaN at 14151 3246608 or
Full and part time jobs available
You must not steal
14151 688-2298 for mote informa
due to company growth and rapid
You must not Ile
expansion Fantle hours No expe Um Or send your resume to Rayner
You most not be greedy
Corporation, 181 ConstItut Oil
Hence needed On the job training
$ Cf. PO Box 180315
Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025
Call now and earn big bucks"!
Cupertino CA 95016
(40812254757
SEARCH Si Cosmopolitan
NEVER A DULL MOMENT In the International modeling agency seek
world of radio advertising sales! ing M / F for fashion, print and T V
Find financial and personal attester commercial work For free evalua
AUTO INSURANCE
tion working for Oldies 93.5 Mlle tIon Call 3748090
Campus Insurance Service
one of the market’s fastest growing
Special Student Programs
POP SYSTEMS has job openings
stations. This door to success is
Serving SISO for 20 yews
ru high tech computer industry
wide open for the enthusiastic
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
Excellent opportunity for graduating
’Good Rates for Non Good Drivers’ go getter Send your resume to
marketing ;raja% Or any
Oldies 93.5, One Hobo, Comer.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
graduating senior Call
Suite 201. Salinas, California.
’Good Student’
4081 944 0301 for interest In a
93901 Equal oPPor tonity eiooloye,
’Family McAlear’
full time or part time account
CALL TODAY
executive position open
SALES HELP WARTED
2965210
Friendly, enthusestic, outgoing
FM E
RECIPE. OR CHILD DEV/ED
person needed Must be available
NO HASSLE - NO OBLIGATION
MAJORS! Small Markt Schools Is
’venires and weekends
QUOTE
hiring teachers and substitutes for
Elegant I ace Bridal
Also open Saturday% 9-2
our 9 preschool (6-12 units ICI
5353 Almaden Exp. S.I 9782230
preferred) arid 1? school-age
TOYOTA CEUCA 1182,
(Rec/PE units o klPrograms
TOM THE CREW at the Rusty Scut?
5 speed Excellent condition
Mt
We
have both runtime and part
accepted
Applications
pert
2667651
/obo
$2500
time positions flemeblo hours
2 305 00 1235 Oaloneed Pkwy,
available Our centers are open
Sumyvalia, 245-2911 Conveniently
SEIZED CARS, trucks. boots,
Eiam to 6 ten EC:enema
located off Hwy. 101 & ("era’s e
4 wheelers, melanomas, by FBI,
Preferred but not required
Expo/. Soo you seer,.
IRS, DEA Available your area now
Cell 257-7326
Call 905 692 7535 Est C.1255

FOR SALE

ssoosi000

GREEK

HELP WANTED

AUTOMOTIVE

the largest sect in Lebanon. Nabih Bern, a
state minister without portfolio who commands the pro-Synan Shute Amal militia,
called for a general strike in south Lebanon
on Thursday to protest_
As the women and children approached
their adjacent houses, the houses "blew up,
killing a 10-year-old girl and wounding the
other five," he said.

NEWS

QUIZ

Five correct -- Gets role in
sequel to "Home Alone." Three
to four - Wins appearance on
"Parker Lewis." One to two Awarded 60-second spot on 30second dog food commercial.

O What was fired at a UPD officer
outside Joe West Hall on Monday
morning?
e What was set ablaze may Sunday,
only to be followed by another similar
incident 42 minutes later?
What may California’s budget
shortfall reach by the year 2000?
0 What was distributed in the Health
Center foyer on Wednesday and why?
What will be missing from movie
theaters this holiday season for the first
time in 14 years?

e

TYRE, Lebanon (AP) - A girl was killed
and five people were wounded Wednesday
when a patrol blew up their houses, U.N. officials said.
The radio station of the Israeli-backed
South Lebanon Army said SLA militiamen
carried out the attack and claimed the houses
belonged to guerrillas of the Hezbollah, a
Shiite Muslim group.
The incident touched off an uproar among
the 1.2 million Shiite Muslims who make up

CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

5

November 21, 1991
Ameraisteasisot-

ANSWERS: I) A bottle rocket. 2) Flyers on
telephone poles on San Carlos Street. 3) The
budget gap has potential to reach $2 billion by
2000 4) Up to 200 kits for quitting smokinj u
part of lhe Great Amencan Smokeout. 5) A
new lames Bond adventure.

Edited b Corey Trestdde
Spartan Daily Wire Editor

924-3282
924-3277

FAX:
PHONE:
HOUSING

Sample copy $2.. year $12
PO Box 7010, Van Nuys, CA
914097010

STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS
2 bdrrn / 2 bath start $165 Free
basic cable IV, Security Gates.
Remodeled - Roomy and clean
508 S. llth St. Call
Dan 295-5256 or
Steve 729.0290. Leave message

COMPUTERMATE,
low cost dating service
FREE brochure, PO Box 612112,
S.J. CA 95161 2112
’800 4219199 ’Agents Wanted’

TUTOR, Math, Physics, Comp. Sc.
Group discounts
Coll (510)4476508 for appt

ROYALE APTS.
2 bd /IDa starting at $725 me.
Free basic cable TV Modern awe
ances. Walk to SJSU $100 off 1st
months rent 381 E William at 9th
Traci 971-0869 leave message

LEARN TO FLY!
All levels private through
commercial Special 1 hour,
introductory flirt for 535(X)
Call Jim 01 141581 72331.46
for details

ROOMMATE WANTED. Rent
$21250 2 bed / 2 bath share
room. 148 E. Williams. Gateway
Apts. Contact: Ben King 9714708
2 ROOMS FOR RENT in quiet
horre Walking distance to light rail
$375 ea. Dec 114081 723-8075
ROOMMATE WANTED: 1 taock from
campus Free cable, water, garb
$212 50 red. k 1/4 tali’ Cali or
leave message Doug 294-5431
5119.910.- WHY RENT? 1 bedroom condo. very private, inside
utilities, 2 patios, close to public
transportation and SJSU Agents
NCR 2687985 Michael 496-8189
USE NEW 1 BR APTS.
ii’
& art, with AIlS. DW, AC.
Gated panting, intercom, laundry
Two roommates 0 K
Rent $685-5850
Also rent monthly perking only
Quiet, nice for staff
1 block from campus
ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER
297,1705
2 BORN / 2 BATH APT.
$145 -795 a rrlOrlth Walk or ride
bike to school 780S.lltn street
Laundry facilities, security bldg ,
very
Cable TV as ,

PERSONAL
ENTREPRENEUR RESOURCE.
a monthly publitation serving
entrenrieneurs with ads & articles

CUSTOM MADE RESUMES
All formats available
Call David -629-1488

SERVICES

DOWNTOWN LUXURY CONDO.
Park Ave 2 br /2ba. AEK. Al appli
ances, 1100 sq
pry entry. 2
car enclosed parking. $1000.mo
415 552.7669
’

E.S. GRAD STUDENT SEEKS Large
room In house near SJSU/S7CC.
Call Heather (312) 477-1193, &
nI call you back.

WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
All subjects Paper, thesis
development. assistance.
Qualified writers.
Editing Resumes.
Work guaranteed Reasonable
Berkeley l4151841 5036

VOICEMAIL $6. PER MONTH No
deposit. instalation or deposit
costs Private and secure. Simple
rouse. Call 408 4230589 for Info.

TRAVEL
FREE TRAVEL Air couriers and
CruiSeSnipS Students also needed
Christmas, Spring and Summer for
Amusement Perk employment Cali
805 GA 7 7555 Ed F-1661

REPOSSESSED & IRS Foreclosed
homes available at below mark,
value Fantastic savings! You re...
Also S&L bailout properties. Cr
805 682.7555 Ext, H-1513

AMTRAK EXPANDS TRAIN SERVICE TO SAN 105E1 Beginning Dec
12. try Amtrak’. 3 new daily trains
to Sacramento, leas -ig San Jose at
6.35 am., 12:10 Pro & 510PM.
Trains stop at Fairfield and Davis.
From Sacramento, Amtrak buses
Continue directly to Auburn / Colfax
/ Truckee. Grass Valley, and
Marysvne ! Oroviile / Chico / Red
Blot I / Redding One Amtrak ticket
COVerS both train and bus. One-way
fare to Sacramento- $23. Tan -April
roundtrips only $24 most days 3
daily departures also available from
San lose to Fresno / Hanford
Bakersfield via direct Amtrak bus to
tiainside at Stockton Call 1-800 SA Pali ro. ,brurmatrta6

BARE IT ALLI PERMANENT HAIR
REMOVAL. Stop shaving-waxing
tweezing-or using chemicals. Let
us permanently remove your
unwanted heir. Back. Chest, Lip,
Bikini, Chin. Tummy. etc Students
A faculty 15% discount 1st apat
1/2 price if made before December
25th Hair Today Gone 10Morrow
621 E Campbell Ave 017
Campbell, Call 408 379 3500
Gwen. Trish or Malice,
Registered [Metrologists
CAREERPRO RESUMES, -995 5758
1625 The Alameda? miles SiS)
--Advertise to Mayor EmployersStodent Discounts Nationwide

AT YOUR SERVICE Transcription
and word processing. Term papers,
resumes, reports. flyers, letters
home, customized stationary. Invitations, announcements, mast mail.
ing! VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES
/rapid delivery SPECIAL FONTS and
GRAPHICS AVAILABLE on HP Laserjet III printer. Editing from docu.
ments on floppy disk (UP 5.11
Call 951-7543
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Fast - Accurate - Dependable
Kathleen 4(38319-1188
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
next to Original Joe s
TYPING WORDPROCESSING
$1 50-52 00 page
Macintosh laser print
Notes, tape’s. letters,
flyers, reSuMeS, etc. Free editing.
Dohrmann Business Center
325 S 151 51 1st Fl 2810700
AAAHI EXPERIENCED TYPIST,
Let me do the typing!.
Resumes, term papers, theses,
etc Grad A unclergrad Available
days - (eves & weekends by appt.)
IBM Coma / Laser printer
Call Anna - 972-4992
QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
Term papers, lneses ehurneS, letters. reports Al. ’deems Ste,"
sevice. Pick up and delivery for
large jobs 20 rears
experience MA in English.
Cali Margaret,
8 :IT TO ri
tr 2516775
EXPERIENCED & AFFORDABLE!
etc Cal Gina 3354038.

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
11,11,1. Mess. EurOpe, U S T
Make your Christmas plans now
Call for low airfares.
408 997.3647 Ariene

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC! Unwanted
hair removed forever Specialist
Confidential Your own sterile
probe or disposable
Call 247.7455.
335 S Baywood Ave San Jose

WORDPROCESSING
CALL WIDA TODAY
ror etperierartial twolessiona; will
Processing Theses fermi pack-,
group projects, etc
All formats irkiircing SPA
Quick return
transcription services availanie
Aimaden / Branham area
Phone 2644504

BRAND NAME MT, BIKE PARTS
Special ordered Quality high end
pars only. Discount prices
Call 294-0479, ask for Jorn
after 8p.m for info
50% DISCOUNT On all
PERMANENT COSMETICS.
Enhance your natural beauty"
Eye liner Eyebrows Lips- Cheeks
Small scars blended
Expires 12-2691.
Call Trish at 408 379-3500
Halr Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E Campbell Ave. 817
Campbell, CA 95008

TYPING & WORDPROCESSING
52 PI PA. a
111115 2,95 1459
CALL LINDA FIRST! Theses. term
!Mixers. Word perfect 5.1. Cassette
transcription Spell check Near
290 ’Winchester $2 pp 866.2399

A NEATLY TYPED PAPER
gets the nest grade
Good spelling and grammar
also help Let this
English teacher assist
you in Improving your
G P A Foreign students
welcome Call Barbara
at WRITE /TYPE.
14091295-7438
I’D LOVE TO DO YOUR TYPING.
Located near Biackford H S
Call Many lane - 985-7819
EXPERIENCED WORD Processors,
famiear with APA/Turabian
formats. Science and English
papers our specialty Free spell
check/storage Low-cost editing
and graphics. HeSunleS and
other services available
Masterson’, Word Processing
Call Paul
2510449

ATTENTION GRADSI
Let me assist you with your
Masters thesis/project
Preparation Expertise on
APA/Turabian formats &Grad
Office requirements. Will Edit
grammar, punctuation, sentence
structure (former English ma100.
Word Perfect & HP Laser.
Willow Glen area.
Coil Mrs Morton.
2669448 daily 8-8
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing, term Papers
theses. Graouate Work, 91W &
Turabian. Desktop Publishing,
Graphic Design & Layout.
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near Oakedge Mall 224.6395
LETTERS, RESUMES, FLYERS
and small jobs by a coo
Laser printing
Free disk storage
Call Evelyn at
EDP SERVICES-2708014
CALL MARSHA 2664448
for word PfoCessing WIth
Word Perfect 5 1 and HP Laser II
Speciaeze editing. e g , grammar.
sentence structure. formatting
1886. Turanian, MLA) Can aso edit
your 5 1/4 disk
WP 5 0/5 1 Or
ASCII Assistance with all
pnases of thesis, term paper,
res.,’ Preparation
ESL students welcome
Glen area
WHEN THE BEST
IS ALL YOU NEED’
Papers 1,.. Spell C5,4.
51 90 pp and pla
Evening 8, weekend ace’.
Berryessa/Evergrea
2544565
WORD PROCESSING
Friendly home typist using
Wore Perfect & Laser printer
Near Bollinger & De Ante Blva
12 years legal emetienee
. ,654
AFFORDABLE & EsPER11NCED
osr. , re, n ,..ioe,,
reports, group capers, resumes
letters, theses. aserpenter.
etc. All format, plus APA.
Spelicheck. punctuation &
grammar assistance
Ali wOrk guaranteed.
Call PAM 247 2681, 8am flo,n
for will tree profeSSlonal
aeoendatile service

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)

[lOCIEICHDOCICIDEDOODOEIDOOODEICEIDOEMEI
ilIDECEJOCIOCIODEOCIDOEIDOCIECOODODOOD
OCIECIODOODOODOCEEIDEICIODECIDIDOODOEI
[DOEICIEHICH1100001:1111EIOCIODOEIDEIDOODOOD

MOOS

Name

AD RATES. MINIMUM 3 LINES ON ONE DAY
One Two Mow Four Flys
Day Days Days Days Days

Announcements

$500 $600

$700

$800

$900

4 lines

$600 $700

$800

$900

$10 00

5 lines

$700 $800

$900

$10 00 $11 00

Phone

$100051100 $1200

I

3 lines

6 linos

$800 $900

Each additional line $1 00

addinonai day $I 00
SEMESTER RATES,

Each

ALL ISSUES

5-9 lines $7000810-14 lines $9000
15-19 Imes- $11000

Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

Please check
your classification:

Address

CiN/State

Zip

Automotive
Computers

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 951924149
Deadline two
Classified desk located inside Wahiquist Library North 102
days before publication Consecutive publicanons dates only No refunds
on rAncelled ads

For Sale
Greek
Help Wanted
Housing
Lost and Found
Personal
Services
Stem()
Travel
WordprOOessing
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IRA: Students angry at A.S. tactics

Recycle the Daily
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classroom expenence, includmg labs, athletics, music and
dance, theater arts and media.
"Personally, I feel the priorities of Associated Students
should be service -oriented, in terms of delivering services
to students, and not programming in terms of instrucuonally related activities, which is what IRA is for," Fleischnian
said.
Ken Blase, chairman of the Department of Journalism
and Mass Communications, said, "You’ve gone to students
four times now and asked them, ’Do you want to fund these
things?’ And the students have always said yes. You have
never held a vote and asked, ’Do you want to hay less firs
and not fund these (groups)?’
"Now you come hack last year, without mentioning A.S.
funding, implying that this money will be added on to what
we are already doing.... I think the issue is breach of faith
with the students," he said.
Kim Lenox, an art major who also works for the art
department galleries, said, "when I, as a student, voted for
that (IRA) increase, I expected that much more. I expected
all of that money ... to go toward increasing, not just maintaining."
Launder reassured the group that programs which have

been funded in the past will still be funded. The A.S. board
of directors has passed a resolution to go before the IRA
committee on Dec. 4 to agree on what programs will switch
over from AS. funding to solely IRA
Blair Whitney, past AS. director of community affairs
said he questions IRA’s commitment to take up the slack
for the AS. cuts.
"Can you get a binding agreement guaranteeing us that
we will get this (additional) money from IRA?" he asked
Launder. "I’m not in the mood to take this on faith."
Whitney also raised the question of an advisory vote or a
student survey before action is taken by the AS.
Fleischman said he is in favor of doing a mail-home student survey and said he would bring it before the A.S.
board.
"The goal of a survey would be to determine the
priorities of the students and then implement them," he
added.
Launder said that although a survey may be a good way
to get student feedback it will take a lot of time and money
to conduct one.
Staff

writer Tony Marek contributed to this report.

.1..S.’s II? I propmal
The A.S. board of directors has
passed a resolution to go before
the IRA committee on Dec. 4.
The resolution proposes to
replace A.S. funds with IRA
funds for 1992-93 as follows:
/r. Sl7,54X)toKSJS
FP $14,744 to the art galleries
$14,294 to rsidsoffV news center
SI1,6130 to the Spartan marching mid pep bands
/a- $10,982 to the coraxrt choir and
chorahers
$10,932 to drama
7r. $9,176 to TV/film production
$9,000
to forensics
/0.
sw $8,072 to the symphonic band
Ire $8,029 to the Jazz ensemble
1/. $6,188 to the opera workshop
fr, $5,000 to the dance program
>$2,350 to the Gamelan ensemble
la. $1,072 to the clectro-acoustic
studio
/0 $775 to the percussion ensemble
s $500 to Reed magazine

I

io-
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__- LOCK IT
VP
Alt
Call Us
About

al_
STORAGE
Sizes from 20 to 750 sq. ft.
Easy access from Hwy. 280
Resident Managers
Electronic Security
Open 7 days per week

A F E

PLACE
STORAGE

947-8775

Office Hours
9 am to 6pm Mon-Sat
9arn to 5pm Sunday
Gate Hours
7 am to 8 pm Mon -Sat
9 am to 5 pm Sunday

900 Lonus Court, San Jose’
Off Lincoln Between
Parkmoor & Coe
at Hwy 280

Right
Macintosh.
Right price.
Rh ht now
Save
$800

Macintosh Classic’System,

Macintosh LC System

Now’s the right time to buy an Apple’
Macintosh’ computer system. Because right now
you can save big on Apple’s most popular computers and qualifying printers. And Macintosh is
the right computer to help you achieve your best,
throughout college and beyond.

4
liday Faire
Coffee House
Student Union
Lower level
Monday
n

Thursday

MacintAsh

System.

What’s more, you may even qualify for the
new Apple Computer Loan, which makes buying a
Macintosh now even easier.
So come in right now and check out the big
savings on Macintosh. But hurrythese special
savings last only through January 5, 1992.

For all your computer needs visit the
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
924-1809
Defer for up to 48 months!!
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192-93 as follows:

KSJS
the art galleries
radio/TV news caner
the Spartan march
ands
the concert choir and
drama
TV/flint production
INCTLSICS

the symphonic band
le jai/ ensemble
the opera workshop
the dance program
GameIan ensemble
the electro,acoustic
percussion ensemble
:d magazine

CenterSta e
Rolling along
Music
SJSU’s Latin
Jazz Ensemble
performs
page 6

.
MOVIES

/S

Julie Andrews
becomes a ’Star’
again
page 8

ALBUM REVIEW
Titanic Love
Affair and Golden
Palominos
page 7
IIIIMINI1

The Spartan Daily’s
entertainment weekly
November 21, 1991

The old Aloha skating rink
gets a facelift
Page 4
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CENTERSTAGL STAFF
EDITORS:

CEN1ERS1’,1(,1

University

STEPPIN "OUT
s!g

Brivke Shelby Biggs, executive editor
Susan M. Brown, features editor

On Campus

Precy Caicos, arts and entertainment editor
Robert W Scable, production editor
George Ortiz, photo editor
Jeanette Glicksman, chiefphohwrapher
Laura DiMascio, copy chief

CONTRIBUTING
REPORTERS:
Pete Borello
Emma Burgess
Monica Campbell
Christa E. Hardie
Sandy Heynan

/ Indian America Week

Today at noon in the Student Union Amphitheatre, American Indian storytelling by Enrique Dominguez and June LeGrand. Friday. Nov. 22 at noon in the Sti. cent Union
Amphitheatre, American Indian music.Then at 7 p.m. at the Student Union Ballroom, Indigenous Art
Show and Auction presents local Indian artists and a traditional puppet show.

Friday, Nov. 22 at 9 p.m., at the Student Union Ballroom, the Chinese
Singing Contest
Engineering Students presents a singing contest.

/ Volleyball

Friday, Nov. 22 at 7:30 p.m., at Cal State Fullerton, SJSU vs. Fullerton.

Casting directors of ’Born on the Fourth of July," "Wall Street," and "Fatal
1 Movie Casting
Attraction" are looking for young, Vietnamese, nonprofessionals to be in a feature film. Saturday. Nov.
23 from 11 a.m.-7p.m., and Sunday, Nov. 24 from 10 a.m.-3 p.m., at the Morris Daily Auditorium. No
acting experience necessary, bring one recent self-portrait, include name, age, address and phone
number. For more information, call SJSU Vietnamese Student Association 237-5986.

Michael Monaghan

CONTRLBUTING
PHOTOGRAPHERS:
Lynn Benson
George Ortiz
Leslie Salzmann

DIRECTORS:
Monica Corini, advertising
Jennifer Herman, art director
Paul Smith, production manager

ARTISTS:
Dario Denis
Hilary Hattenbach
Moth Schnittgrund

Accouyr EXECUTIVES:

1 Boy George

Tonight at The Edge,
opening with a local San Francisco band,
"Gravity" Doors open at 8 p.m.. show starts
at 9 p.m. Tickets are $15 in advance, $17 at
the door.

1 Cactus

Disco Inferno tonight, dance
to the hits from the ’70s. Get in the groove
and boogie down to dejay King Raffi’s mix,
no cover before 9:30 p.m., and say hi to
Howie.

Monterey Lane Brothers presents
Nov. 25, The Rippingtons featuring Russ
Freeman. Dec. 2 Chick Corea Elektric Band
plus comedy Thursday-Saturday at 675 Cannery Row, Monterey. For more information,
call 373-1449.
1 Lounge

Mac’s Tea Room, 325 Main
St... Los Altos, Friday and Saturday: Roger
Cowger at the piano, 8 p.m -midnight. No
cover.
Boy George

Colin King
Andy Ray,
Michele Ball
Vera Davoudi
Janette Dorset,
Brian Phillips
COVER PHOTOGRAPH:
Leslie Salzmann
ART ILLUSTRATOR:
Raul Dominguez

Movies
"Addams Family"

opening this Friday at theaters every-

where.

/ "The Beauty and the Beast"

opening this Friday at

theaters everywhere.

"For the Boys"

opening next Friday.
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Love flute mesmerizes crowd
Pony Vigil plays for
students during SJSU’s
Indian American Week
By Monica Campbell

reason we are all here."

!lady staff Whitt

Students seemed drawn to the
serene sound that Vigil created.
Many stopped, sat down, and
seemed instantly relaxed by the
music.

Some students listened with their
eyes closed
mesmerized by the
soothing sound coming from the
flute that Pony Vigil played.
Others bowed their hearts
Vigil, a American Indian flutist,
played before a mixed crowd of
about 100 on Wednesday afternoon
at the Student Union Amphitheater.
Grayness complements
The gray weather and slight
wind complimented the mystical
music, and Vigil welcomed the
"grandfather clouds for coming in
and creating a perfect atmosphere."
"We are here to recognize our
ancestors’ Vigil said, who wore a
colorful headband splashed with
fuchsia and turquoise and a similarly decorated top.
’That’s why I do this to support my grandparents and their
struggle."
Vigil swayed his body as his fingers danced upon the wooden
instrument he was a one-man
concert displaying a mixture of
authentic American Indian
melodies.
Referring to his flutes as
"friends," Vigil played a sons on his
"love flute" and dedicated it to all
women saying that "they are the

Coming up for Indian
America Week
Thursday, Nov. 21
o- Noon: Native American storytelling, Student
Union
Amphitheatre.
ro- 7 p.m.: Turtle
Island Ensemble
Native American theater presentation,
Mother Olson’s Inn,
72 N. Fifth St., San
Jose.
Friday, Nov. 22
Noon: Native American music, Student
Union Amphitheatre.
7 p.m.: Indigenous
Art Show and Auction
presentations from
local Indian artists
and a traditional puppet show, Student
Union Ballroom.

"You don’t hear this type of
music anymore," said Reggie
Nolasco, an SJSU student.
Music stands out
"It’s not rap or rock, it’s different
and beautiful."
Vigil told the students to "give
into the goodness of the day and
remember that we are all a family of
people."
"It’s nice to just listen to the
music and see where it takes you,"
said Kay Thom, an SJSU librarian
who listened to the entire hour-long
concert.
Vigil, who is originally from
Colorado, said he has been playing
the flute for seven years. He is a
member of the American Indian
musical group "The Elements of
Life."
"We express the elements of life
and we all know what those are,"
Vigil said.
The free concert was organized
by the Environmental Resource
Center and is one pan of a series of
American Indian activitius that are
occurring this week.

Lynn Benson Daily staff photograph(

Pony Vigil, a l)ineh Novajo, plays the Indian Love Flute during his noon concert at the Student Union Amphitheatre

Spielberg’s latest debuting as underdog
WS ANGELES (AP) Meet
Steven Spielberg, underdog.
Any other week, any other year,
the producer-director commands the
Hollywood stage. But for one of the
first times in his amazing career,
Spielberg and his new animated
film, "An American Tail: Fievel
Goes West," will debut in another
movie’s huge shadow.
TV news shows, and newspaper
and magazine pages have overflowed recently with accounts of the
wonders of animation. Unfortunately for Spielberg, it’s the Waft Disney
(7o.’s "Beauty and the Beast" that’s
attracting all the praise.
Early reviews of "Fievel Goes
West" have been positive. Yet the
notices for "Beauty and the Beast"
have been so gushing it looks like
every criuc landed on Disney’s pay The film already has shattered
box-office records at one theater

each in New York and Los Angeles
and industry analysts believe "Beauty and the Beast" may go on to
become the first animated film to
gross sl(t) million.
So what does Spielberg think of
his sudden stepchild? He loves it all
the more. Indeed, Spielberg, whose
company developed the new boxoffice hit "Cape Fear," says there’s
plenty of nun for both pictures.
"It’s certainly been proven that
there’s enough of a family audience
out there to sec two animated films
opening on the same day," Spielberg
said, noting that his 1-he Land
Before Time" and Disney’s "Oliver
and Co." premiered the same day in
1988 and did equally vigorous business.
"If a movie doesn’t perform it’s
not because another movie opened
opposite it. It’s very simply because
the audience found fault with it," he

said
The Fievel sequel, directed by
Phil Nibbelink and Simon Wells,
features the voices of John Cleese as
the evil Cat. R. Ward, Dom DeLuise
again as the feline Tiger and Amy
Irving (Spielberg’s ex-wife) as
Tiger’s girlfriend, Miss Kiay. John
Lovitz of "Saturday Night Live"
supplies the voice of the tarantula
T.R. Chula. The film was written by
Flint Dille, story by Charles Swcn-

stones and, I actually think, (appk.al
to) different audiences."
"Fievel Goes West" is a sequel to
1986’s "An American Tail." It wa.s
that first film about the immigrant
Mousekewitz family, along with
"The Land Before Time," "Oliver
and Co." and I989’s "The Little
Mermaid," that revitalized the
industry’s interest in animation.

515,

"Comparing ’Beauty and the
Beast’ to ’Fievel Goes West’ is like
comparing a love story to a Western," said Spielberg.
"Basically, the only things these
two films have in common is they
are exquisitely animated. At that
point, both films depart in opposite
directions.
’They are two different genres,
two different concepts, two different

CINEBAR
A drinking person’s bar!
Where Fraternities
& Sororities meet!
No drugs or fighting!
69 E. San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)
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DON’T ASK WHY
JUST FIND OUT!
WHY IS IT THE 2ND BUSIEST
NIGHT OF THE YEAR?
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NIGHTCLUB"
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Say aloha to roxy’s roller rink
By Pete Borelk)

Hot Spot of the Week

Daffy staff wnicr

It is one of the few public places
a person can feel comfortable wearing rollers.
No, not those unflattering hair
styling accessories, but roller skates.
roxy’s, which spells its name
with all lower case letters, is the
largest roller skating rink in Northern California, with a floor that covers 20,000 square feet which is
about a third of a football field.
It is an old roller palace with a
brand new name. The rink originally operated under the name Aloha
Roller Palace for nearly 14 turbulent
years.
When the rink opened in the late
’70s, roller skating was at its peak.
Disco was in and skating was very
much part of this scene. But as the
glamour of the Bee Gees, butterfly
collars and strobe lights faded, so
did Aloha’s business. The trend-setters exited, leaving the rink to rely
mainly on the diehards.
"Business has been stagnate for
about the last five years," Bryant
said, "but now there’s a resurgence."
This resurgence is stimulated by
two major factors: roller blading
and hip-hop.
Roller blades, modernized roller
skates capable of higher speeds than
the norm, have developed into a
popular recreational activity.
Hip-hop, dance music similar to
disco, is an evolving musical trend
that appeals to many skaters.
The owners took notice of these
trends and decided to take advantage of them. They began to welcome roller bladers and designating
certain sessions for them. Management started to ponder the idea of
scheduling a disco night.
The final part of this plan went
into effect this past summer as they
decided to give the rink a face-lift
and a new name.
They first hired SJSU advertising
major Matt Bryant to oversee the
remodeling and to promote the new
look of the rink. His initial job was

to find a different name for the
establishment and he didn’t have to
look far for inspiration. Bryant suggested roxy’s, after the two sister-inlaws that share this name and ownership of the rink.
The next step was to redo the
building’s interior and Bryant
selected a pair of SJSU design
majors to complete the task. Senior
Steve Locke handled the graphic
redesign while junior Mike Fennell
took care of the technical aspects of
production.
Their main job was to rid the
rink of its tired Hawaiian theme and
welcoming a new look into the 90s.
The success of this transition relied
on repainting a mural which stood
93-feet-wide by 12-feet-high. The
artists replaced the mural’s tradiHawaiian
tional -looking
scene,which included a beach and
palm trees, with an innovative
roxy’s logo.
The wall now displays the word
roxy’s in purple surrounded by
green swooshes and orange triangles.on a white background. A special neon paint was used so it will
standout when the lights shine upon
iL

"I think people will be very happy with it," Locke said.
He and Fennell also carried this
theme to the rows of lockers. Gone
is the drab orange-colored property
containers, replaced by an appealing
mint green hue laced with swooshes
and triangles.
With most of the changes complete, roxy’s is celebrating with its
official grand opening this weekend.
They will kick it off tonight with a
reunion party open to all former
Aloha skaters.
roxy’s is located on 397
Blossom Hill Rd., near
Snell. For more information, call 226-1156.

An Epic Assault on the Senses!
"FIST is a visually powerful film,
the wildest cinema to come out of
Japan in years."
fAchaei Ago Sf
lxibe %Imam [fatly

The evening class of St. Christopher’s
Kindergarten School made a field trip to

staff photograpfirt

roxy’s roller rink to learn how to roller
skate. The class is shown warming up.

Catch Raisin Bowl fever get all the
coverage of the SJSU Fresno State
game in Monday’s Spartan Daily

WEEKLY
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Writing through pain
Ily Michael Miinaghan
Lkuly stall. writer

No one can escape feeling pain
in their lives, but it is not many of us
who can turn that pain into advantage. SJSU professor and author
Gabriele Rico is one of those few, as
her new book, "Pain and Possibility:
Writing Your Way Through Personal Crisis," explains. Rico lectures
about the book tonight on campus.
"Rain and Possibility," was written for people who are coping with
grief, illness or depression, yet have
no way to release these feelings (at
least in a positive way, anyway).
Writing about pained experiences is
the key to dealing with them,
according to Rico, so "the reader
hi-Tomes an active participant (by)
confronting feelings," she said.
Rico herself writes in the book s
introduction, "When I was 7-yearsold, my mother died in a bombing
raid three weeks before the end of
World War H. It left our family vulnerable, confused, afraid and in
great pain. 1 felt fragile as glass and
I pictured a long, jagged crack
across my mall heart." By examining the pain from a rational point of
view, Rico illustrates the book’s
theme.

Rico’s other literary aa iiinplishinent is perhaps more tamiliar.
Recall to mind an English class in
the seventh or eighth grade. The
teacher might have had the class
"cluster" ideas on a piece of papa,
where one thought spawned several
more in a labyrinth of bubbled
words. Rico invented the clustering
technique as her doctoral thesis for
Stanford University in the early ’70s
and later published the work, titled
"Writing the Natural Way." It was
destined to become a bestseller.
And what’s next for Rico? She is
currently working on a book tided,
"My Body, My Home: A Creative
Inquiry," which, according to her,
expresses one’s relationship with his
or her body, particularly with health
and illness issues.
Professor Rico lectures
tonight in WSH109 at
8 p.m. The lecture is
presented by the Center for Literary Arts and
is free of charge. For
more information, call
the Center at 924-1378.
ptioto
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Hemingway
switches to TV
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Mariel Hemingway wants to start
acting her age.
She gets the chance on ABC’s
"Civil Wars," playing Sydney
Guilford, a successful Manhattan
divorce lawyer whose personal life
is a shambles.
The Wednesday night show
train Steven Bochco Productions,
which brought you "LA Law," is
the 30-year-old actress’ first televiMal series after a movie career of
less mature roles.
"This helps me to change my
image and get out there as an
adult," she said. "1 think many
people, particularly producers and
directors, had put me in a time
warp and thought of me only as
the girl in ’Manhattan’ or ’Personal Best’ or ’Star 80.’
"I’ve done a lot since then ...
but I don’t think the message got
out plus, 1 took a lot of time out
to have children. What better
opportunity to let people know
I’ve grown up than in a quality
television series."
"Civil Wars" also stars Peter
Onorati, last seen as the bad cop in
another Bochco show, "Cop
Rock." The new show will start on
ABC in early December.

’Beauty and the Beast’ a timeless fairytale
NEW YORK (AP) In 1945,
France was emerging from the German occupation, and the poet lean
Cocteau was determined to help
restore his country’s identity.
"Five years of hate, fear, a waking nightmare," he wrote in his
diary. "Five years of shame and
slime. We were spattered and
smeared with it to our very souls....
In spite of all difficulties, we must
catch up. Whatever the cost, France
must shine again."
Cocteau had started to make a
film, "Beauty and the Beast," the
timeless story about love and
redemption. Cocteau wrote and
directed, and in the prologue urged
his audience to join him in this fantasy, now an animaaxi feature from
Walt Disney Pictures.
"Children believe what we tell
them," hc wrote. "They believe a
rose plucked from a garden can
bring drama to a family. They
believe the hands of a
beast will
smoke when he slugs a victim, and
that this beast will be ashamed
when confronted by a young girl.
"I ask of you a little childlike
simplicity, and to bring me luck, let
me speak ... childhood’s open
sesame, ’Once upon a time ...’"
The basic idea of beauty and
beast, a beautiful girl in love with an
animal or a deformed man, goes
back at least as far as ancient Greece
and can he found in folk talcs in virtually every culture.
There is an Eskimo story about a
girl and a seagull. In Africa, a girl
licks the face of a crocodile and he
turns into a handsome man. In

Greek mythology, Venus, the god- and is caught stealing a rose for his
dess of Love and Beauty, marries youngest daughter. Beast condemns
Vulcan, the lame and ugly god of him to death, but Beauty offers to be
the forge.
a replacement, resigning herself to a
Cocteau based his film on the lifetime of isolation.
most famous version, written in
At first horrified by Beast’s
1757 by Marie Leprince de Beau- appearance, she grows fond of him.
mont. She was a governess in Eng- She soon confesses to him, "I find
land for the children of the Prince of you very kind," and eventually tells
Wales and the author of many chil- him: "I am content in your house.
dren’s books. "Beauty and the Now that I think of it, you no longer
Beast" first appeared in a magazine seem to me so ugly."
Through a magic mirror, Beauty
she published.
Like the heroine of her story, she learns her father is gravely ill. Turnwas a merchant’s daughter who ing down Beast’s proposal of marcame from a large family. Like the riage, she rushes home, promising
elder sisters, dc Beaumont had an to return in eight days.
Beast wady dies from grief, but
unhappy marriage. It produced one
daughter, and the author later Beauty realizes the value of his
observed that having more children character while she’s away and
by her husband might have pro- upon seeing him again agrees to be
duced "victims for the most awful his wife. As soon as she tells him
this, Beast is transformed into a
infirmities."
"Once upon a time there was a handsome prince.
Pans of "Beauty and the Beast’
very rich merchant who had six
children, three boys and three girls," can be found in other stories of the
her story begins. "His daughters time. There were ghost talcs from
were also very beautiful, but the Fmgland, where noble families were
youngest was admired more than known to hide away a deformed
the others, and when she was a fink child in fear of losing public esteem.
girl rm one called her anything but Other influences may have included
"Snow White," which had a magic
Beauty ..."
In de Beaumont’s version, Beau- mirror, and "Cinderella," which al
ty gets up at four every morning and featured evil sisters. (Early iii
cleans the house and prepares the Cocteau’s diary of the making his
meals. In her spare time, she reads, film, he refers to Beauty as "Cinplays the harpsichord or sings at the derella.")
"Beauty and the Beast" was perspinning wheel. Many men long to
marry her, but Beauty turns them all formed on stage throughout the 19th
down, vowing to stand by her now- century and the first film version
dates back to 1908. Movies were
impoverished father.
She meets Beast by accident. then made in 1912, 1916 and 1936.
tier father stumbles upon his castle

But Cocteau’s haunting, surreal production is still the most famous.
"That was a sort of difficult decision should I see the most
famous version of the film so far,"
said Gary Trou.stiale, who co-direct-

ed the Disney film with Kirk Wise.
"I decided not. I ... wanted a clear
head and did not want to be guilty
of subconsciously stealing from it."
See BEAUTY, Page 8
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SJSU discovers Latin jazz sound
SJSU’s Latin Jazz Ensemble
performs with John Santos
and The Machete Ensemble
Tuesday at the Concert Hall
By Sandy Heynen
Daily staff wntrr

John Santos and The Machete
Ensemble marked their first Bay
Area performance for the year Tuesday night and SJSU’s Latin Jazz
Ensemble popped its head in for a
brief performance.
SJSU’s Concert Hall was close
to full with parents, students and
jazz lovers for an evening of Latin
amangements and improvisation.
Moving on into its third year of
existence, SJSU’s Latin Jazz
Ensemble performed some jazz
pieces new and old. A Dizzy GiIleAbove: Associate professor Daniel Sabanovich leads
the San Jose State Latin Jazz Ensemble. The 11 member group played in the Music Building Concert Hall
Tuesday night. Right: James Kitagawa strains for a
note during a solo on the alto sax. Bottom: Ryan Allshouse concentrates while playing the bongos.

Photos by George Ortiz

spie tune, "A Night in Tunisia," was
even familiar to a jazz novice such
as myself. The 15 member group
projected to the back of the theater
with the full horn and percussion
sections.
The individual solos were not as
distinct as they could have been. It
was sometimes difficult to hear the
solos, especially the flute.
The Machete was not the full
ensemble however, they were minus
the full five-piece horn section but
instead performing as a multi-talented sextet.
Due to the lack of group members, they all pitched in and picked
up the slack playing as many parts
as possible.
Up until now the group had been
working on projects and performing
only a few times out of state.
It seemed more like a jam session rather than a concert. At one
point in the show Santos asked if the
acoustics were alright.
They played a selection of
music, most of which was arranged
by members of the group.
An interesting improvisation
was performed between the piano
player, Rebecca MauIcon, and Santos on instrumenis that looked like
wooden, bell bottom vases, with
wooden beads strung around the
outside. It was a battle of creative
rhythms.
Orestes Vilat6, who Santos
referred to as a "living legend," sat
in with the group as a guest drumn ier on timbales and bongos.
A song arranged by Mauleon
began with a solo by Santos on the
congas that was equally impressive
to watch as it was to listen to. His
hands flew and the sound bolted
out.
John Calloway not only played
sax and some percussion but did
some beautiful flute solos with
incredible high notes which made
the fillings in your teeth rattle.
Among all the Latin and African
songs were an arrangement of a
Henry Mancini song that was good
but hardly recognizable.
The music was upbeat and fun as
were the performers. It lives up to
its description, "music to make you
feel, dream and dance."
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Two new albums to raise the Titanic

tv

By Michael Monaghan
Daily man wntrr

Titanic Love Affair
Raise the Titanic the Titanic
Love Affair that is. With a consistently rockin’ beat Titanic Love
Affair’s self-named debut album
isn’t spectacular, but it does offer
something different than the corporate glamour rock people are subjected to on MTV.
The group’s vocals arc a bit
raspy on the album’s rust side, and
wisely the group focuses its strength
on the guitar tunes of Jay Bennett
and Ken Hartz to carry it through.
The first two songs, "Only in the
Past" and "Planet Strange," arc the
best examples, as they arc almost
addictive and hint of better things to
come.
Titanic Love Affair, on Charisma
Records America, does deliver what
it promises an honest approach
to a genre of rock music that is

Amanda Kramer of the Golden Palominos
Titanic Love Affair
being squeezed out of existence by
mega-popular heavy metal acts like
Guns N’ Roses on one side, and
pop-oriented entertainers such as
Paula Abdul on the other. What they
lack in true professionalism they
compensate for in spirit and ambition.
The second side sounds much
like the first: decent guitar sound
(on "Breakin’ Down the Walls")
leveling off to a predictable status
quo. (Again, vocals are lacking.)
This isn’t necessarily a criticism,
however. TLA’s sound has definite
"garage -band," appeal to it, but
singing lessons sure help.

Jay Bennett, who sings on most
of the songs as well as playing guitar, was in a country -music hand
prior to joining TLA, and this is evident on the most of the album.
Overall, not a bad effort of their
debut.
Golden Palominos
"Drunk With Passion" is the The
Golden Palominos’ (which, according to Webster, means "tan or lightly colored horse") fifth album to
date.
The Golden Palominos (also on
Charisma Records America) have

UC Berkeley dancers perform
By Emma Burgess
Deily mar writer

Spence Stephens said that the
members of the visiting University
of California at Berkeley dance
company were nervous in their twohour, five-piece performance at
SiSU on Tlioefirty because the room
was full of people with dance backgrounds.
The group performed as part of a
dance exchange with SJSU’s dance
company. It is a first between the
two schools. SJSU’s dance company will perform at UC-Berkeley on
Friday.
Stephens, a member of the company, is a dance major in his senior
year at UC-Berkeley. "There were
many buffs," he said, referring to
mistakes by the dancers in the show.
Stephens and the other dancers can
rest assured that the mistakes
weren’t as visible to the audience as
they were to themselves.
He said that the dancers usually
loci more relaxed when they’re perliming for local high-schools and
retirement homes, when the auchMCC doesn’t know too much about
the technical side.
The dances were in the modern dance style, using methods such as
contracting and releasing the stomach muscles; a method made popular by choreographer Martha Grab:an:This method gives the dancer
internal as well as external strength.

Mamie Thomas represented UCBerkeley’s dance company.
She introduced each of the
dances and gave a short theme
description. She said that the
exchange allows the two companies
to see what other work is being
done by their peers.
The first dance was called "In a
While," which Thomas said was
about "things people do on when
they get time off."
The dancers were dressed in
tuxedo tops with black tights and
did a lot of running around and
jumping. It wasn’t very technical
but quite aerobic.
The second dance, "After Dusk,"
was about a serious topic Thomas
calls "what happens when people
want to make contact with each
other and can’t" because of their
dependence on drugs. She said it’s
"dissonant and disturbing."
Disturbing was right: the dancers
start off in a tight -twisted group,
trembling and convulsing in a
grotesque manner.
They would switch partners arid
perform violent and promiscuous
romantic episodes. People who
weren’t performing such duets were
dragging themselves like maimed
animals on the perimeters of the
stage. This dance was effective in
conveying the sides of tile that people don’t like to sec, but it was a
lengthy piece and seemed to go on
kircver.

photo

Publicity photo

"After Dusk" ended like the
movie "Night of the Living Dead,"
and all the dancers crawled zombielike upon a single dancer until they
ended up in the original position.
"This seemed more like a dramatic kind of dance," SJSU student
Gary Mueman said after the performance. Mueman was comparing the
style to that of his mother’s which as
more on the technical side. He is a
senior in advertising and was there
to help out with the scenery as part
of his theater :twee iation class.
Stephens said it wasn’t too hard
to be focussed and emotional while
dancing. He said the dancers have
been told not to act and to let the
"physicality 01 the movement bring
it out."
But the dances were very aerobic
as well as dramatic. Because the
stage was small, in a very informal
setting with the audience and the
performers on ground level, deep
breathing could be heard coming
from the dancers. The audience
could see the perspiration, the facial
expressions and all the movements
clearly.
Although none of the dancers
have toured with the company outside of the Bay Area, some of the
dances have been performed by other dancers Man Berkeley in Europe.
Thomas said that in Europe the
Czechoslovakians loved them, but
they "had a strange response trims
audiences in London."

solicited the aid of such musical talents as R.E.M.’s Michael Stire, Bob
Mould of Husker Dia, and Richard
Thompson to create a mellow collection of songs that don’t do much
for the average listener’s car, or his
10 either.
"Alive and Living Now" featuring the tell-tale vocals by Michael
Stipc, is reminiscent of an underbudgeted R.E.M. tune that didn’t
make it to the album.
The dreary music of this song,
and indeed the many of the cuts on
"Drunk With Passion," are only recommended for the very patient or
moody listener.
All others. beware.

The ethereal voice of Palomino
singer Amanda Kramer is a wonder
to listen to, however.
Her voice, when combined with
the mystical melodies of the songs
"The Kingdom Calls," and "A
Sigh," (two of the few songs where
the combination is actually credible)
is inexpressibly profound, much in
the way a half -remembered tune
from a movie or the radio lingers in
one’s ear, intangible yet never forgown.
This album is definitely not
mainstream, nor is it for everyone’s
satisfaction. In this reviewer’s opinion: proceed with caution on
"Drunk With Passion."
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Julie Andrews again a ’Star!’
appearing were Kidd and his wife,
then-dance assistant, Shelah Hackett
and costume designer Donald
Brooks.
The guests shared stories about
the making of "Star!" and their
delight that the film has been
restored in its original form. The
original release was a huge flop and
two subsequent releases of shortened, renamed versions were also
disappointing.
The length of the film and bad
press for Andrews are the most likely reasons the movie was not
received well, according to the
film’s creators.
Wise said the original production
of "Star!" may appear on video if
there is enough response and asked
the audience to wnte to Fox Video
to encourage its release.

By Crisis E. Hardie
Daily staff writer
Take a dazzling, sophisticated,
extravagant vaudeville actress, put
her life on the screen in equally
flamboyant style and the result is
"Star!," one of the most underrated,
underexposed and inaccessible films
ever made.
A rare screening of "Star!" Saturday night at the Towne Theatre
showed the 1968 movie in its original roadshow presentation of 175
minutes, plus intermission.
The only print in existence of the
uncut version of "Star!" is being
shown selectively across the country
at revival cinemas as a tribute to the
movie’s director Robert Wise and as
a chance to give what may be one of
Julie Andrews’ best performances
the recognition it deserves after 20
years.
"Star!" is based on the life of
Gertrude Lawrence, star of the stage
in London and New York during the
1920s, ’30s and ’40s. The story
spans born little Liertie’s childhood
in 1906 London through the peak ot
her stardom in New York in 1940.
Throughout the film, actual and
recreated newsreel footage are interlaced with color sequences, giving
the sense of the movement of time
as Lawrence looks back on her life
and her rise to stardom.
Andrews portrays the glamorously flamboyant and outspoken
Lawrence with mischievous fun, a
notable departure from the sweetnatured Maria Von-Trapp in "The
Sound of Music" or the gleeful
innocence of Mary Poppins. The
role is more on the level of
Andrews’ later work in "SOB."
and "Victor/Victoria,"
English actor, Daniel Massey
plays Lawrence’s lifelong friend,
Noel Coward, with casual grace and
quick-witted charm.
The musical numbers are done in
grand style with choreography by
Michael Kidd ("Guys and Dolls,"
"Seven Brides for Seven Brothers").
Earlier skits depicting Lawrence
as a struggling actress are amusing,
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0046
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NOV’ 24TH
PARTY STARTS @ 6PM
COMPLIMENTARY
FOOD & CHAMPAGNE

$1.00 DRINKS
WINE WELL DRAFT
FROM 6-9 PM
Publicity photo
Julie Andrews (as the sophisticated
the queue waiting to buy tickets for her
Gertrude Lawrence) passes out hot coffee to
new Broadway hit "Susan and God."
with Lawrence consistently arid purLater, with Lawrence as an never gets too cumbersome, the diaposely out of step with the chorus established entertainer, numbers are logue is always bouncy and light
line, boldly attempting to be recog- reminiscent of the cool, beat style of keeping the puce fast and fun. Even
nized.
"West Side Story," also directed by the more serious scenes never inter"In My Garden of Joy" has WLse.
rupt the flow of the film.
Lawrence with the Daffodil Girls in
The melancholy "My Ship" feaFollowing the movie were spea bad song and dance act that turns tures Lawrence as a lovelorn prosti- cial appearances by the film’s crehilarious as Lawrence becomes tute in a Chinatown brothel.
ators, director Robert Wise and proincreasingly obnoxious, tripping the
The entire movie is delightfully ducer Saul Chaplin, probably best
other chorus girls and creating gen- entertaining and funny. Though remembered for their work together
eral chaos on the stage.
nearly three -hours long, the story on "The Sound of Music." Also

BEAUTY: Newest Disney a visual masterpiece
From Page 5
"It’s one of the bestknown fairy
tales," Wise added. "Like (producer)
Don Hahn says, it’s one of the last
of the red-hot fairy tales. It was
inspiring and intimidating. We knew
that we’d be held up to pretty
intense scrutiny, especially since the
’definitive version’ had already been

done."
Both in mood and in story line,
the films have little in common.
Cocteau’s movie, made in black and
white, has a Gothic look that recalls
old horror films. It is more faithful
to the book than the Disney film:
The father is also a merchant who
loses his money; the villains are
Belle’s older sisters. One twist

Cocteau introduces is a handsome
suitor named Avenant (French for
"attractive").
The Disney version, appears in
sparkling color. There are songs by
Howard Ashman and Alan Menken,
the team that composed the soundtrack for "The Little Mermaid," and
the plot has been altered. Belle is an
only child, her father an eccentric

inventor. The villain is the vain, NI lying Gaston, who longs to marry
Belle.
No details of Beast’s appearance
were given in dc Beaumont’s story.
He is simply a "hideous monster."
Disney animators combined the leaturcs of several animals. In
Cocteau’s version, he could pass for
the evil twin of the Cowardly Lion.
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